
Discussion points from PSHLSN committee meeting 11 June 2015 
Present:  Jill Cockram, David Gunn, Barb Lach Newinsky, Chris Ann Urquhart 

x We need to revisit protocol for our Seedy Sundays and create a basic template on etiquette for the 
benefit of both the hosting person and our members.  David drew up a list of issues which could be 
included to clarify the role of the host as well as some courtesies required of our members.  Chris Ann 
to update David’s listing and send around to committee for comment. 

x Brad Forsythe (originally of Wollondilly Organic Seedsavers) has offered to create a Facebook page for 
our PSHLSN with a view to providing a point of contact on the web for newcomers to seed saving in our 
shire who might be looking for a local group.  This would be an adjunct to our existing way of operating 
as a committee and there is no requirement for members to be a part of Facebook.  Brad has offered 
to be the moderator/administrator for this site and the plan would be for a simple site offering contact 
info and advertising our aims and activities.  To be put to the members at the next Seedy Sunday for 
approval.  Jill to meet with Brad in near future to discuss the form of this Facebook page. 

x The next newsletter (Sowing the Seed No. 4) could have a copy of Ralph Long’s Sowing Calendar for the 
Southern Highlands attached as a separate document to prepare our members for the upcoming 
growing season.  Also some tips on starting seed under glass and when the threat of the last frost is 
likely for planting out tender seedlings. A suggestion for a future article was “how many plants of each 
family do we need to save seed from to get good biodiversity & genetics”.  Also, we could include other 
events (eg “Grow Cook Eat” festival) in the “Dates for your Diary” section of future newsletters  

x Chris Ann created an Application for Membership form (for future potential members of our LSN) 
which was accepted by the committee. 

x Updating of our seed database:  Trying to work out the most convenient and time efficient way to 
update the database and get new seeds into appropriate storage.  After discussion it was decided that 
a combination of updating: 
On the Seedy Sunday as the seed comes in from members 
By lists sent by members to Chris Ann 
On a nominated day after the seed cleaning at a member’s place – have database will travel  

x Barb has offered to keep the bean seeds part of the seedbank in cool store at her place.  Currently Jill 
has the rest of the seed bank in Exeter. 

x Recent events:  A new video on seed saving and genetically modified food crops – “Open Sesame” - 
was screened in May at the Wollondilly Community Nursery in Picton by the Wollondilly/Macarthur 
seed saving groups.  Jill was asked to do a short talk about local seed saving initiatives.  The committee 
agreed that public screenings of videos and movies like this might be a useful tool for engaging more 
people in seed saving and biodiversity issues. Jill suggested that our group could do some joint 
activities with our neighbouring seed saving groups. 

x Insurance:  At present, our Local Seed Network is not covered by any public liability insurance and we 
are not an incorporated body. The committee discussed whether we need to be covered because of 
our visits to hosting gardens.  Jill to check with MVCG’s insurer, Garden Clubs Australia, whether we 
could come under the MVCG’s umbrella or whether we would need to become incorporated and get 
our own insurance. 

 
 


